A common problem in phylogenetics is to try to infer a species phylogeny from gene trees. We consider different variants of this problem. The first variant, called Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference, aims at inferring a species tree based on a model of speciation and duplication where duplications are clustered in duplication episodes. The goal is to minimize the number of such episodes. The second variant, Parental Hybridization, aims at inferring a species network based on a model of speciation and reticulation. The goal is to minimize the number of reticulation events. It is a variant of the well-studied Hybridization Number problem with a more generous view on which gene trees are consistent with a given species network.
Introduction
Phylogenetic trees are commonly used to represent the evolutionary history of a set of taxa. The leaves represent extant taxa; internal nodes represent speciation events that caused lineages to diverge. If we assume the only processes are speciation and modification and that no incomplete lineage sorting occurs, then any gene will give a gene tree that is consistent with the species phylogeny. In such cases, there exist efficient algorithms to reconstruct a species tree from gene trees. There are, however, evolutionary processes beyond vertical inheritance of genetic material and speciation events that make it more challenging to reconstruct the real evolutionary history. Examples of such processes are hybridization, horizontal gene transfer, and duplication. Each of these processes can result in discordance between gene trees. This leads to a number of problems in which the task is to minimize the number of such complicating events. In reconciliation problems, we are given the gene trees together with the species phylogeny, and the task is to find optimal embeddings of the gene trees into the species phylogeny. Such methods are for example used to estimate dates of duplications, to discover relations between duplicate genes [CRS13, VSGD08] , and to reconstruct the infection history of parasites [Pag94] . In inference problems, only the gene trees are given and we aim to find a species phylogeny that minimizes the discordance with the gene trees. Such problems are relevant when the species phylogeny is not yet known with certainty.
Duplication minimization problems. Gene duplications happen as a consequence of errors in the DNA replication process. This leads to a species having multiple copies of the same gene. There exist many types of gene duplication, which depend on the positions of errors within the replication process [PLSS16, RR15] . The scale of gene duplications is determined by the number of genes that get duplicated. An extreme example of a large-scale duplication is Whole Genome Duplication (WGD), in which every gene in the genome is duplicated. Figure 2: Left: A gene tree embedded into a (branch of) a species tree with duplications clustered as in the ME model. Duplication clusters are shown as rectangles. Right: A representation of the DNA of the species at different points in the species tree (at corresponding heights). In the first duplication, the gene A (dark rectangle) is duplicated, forming A 1 and A 2 . In the second duplication, the block B (light rectangle) comprising A 1 and A 2 is duplicated. This results in four homologous copies of gene A using only two duplication episodes. The gene tree is also drawn through the depictions of the DNA.
the number of possible species phylogenies grows extremely quickly with the number of species, brute-force approaches are only feasible for very small data sets. Inference problems are generally assumed to be computationally intractable. However, NP-hardness has been proven only for some restricted inference problem without clustering [MLZ00] . For an inference problem with restricted clustering (called gene duplication (GD) clustering in [PG17] ), NP-hardness was suggested in [FHS98] but not proven. Because of the suspected intractability of these problems, some heuristic inference approaches have been attempted using efficient algorithms for reconciliation (see, e.g., [GMS96] ).
Reticulation minimization problems.
Another possible cause of discordance between gene trees is reticulate evolution, such as hybridization or horizontal gene transfer. In such cases, the evolutionary history is represented by a phylogenetic network rather than a tree.
Reticulate evolution can occur in nature when genetic material from one species is transmitted to some other species. In asexual species, such transfers are called horizontal gene transfers (HGT). In bacteria, for example, this happens in nature by transformation (take-up from the environment) or conjugation (transmission from another bacterium). In sexual species, a cause for such transmissions can be hybridization, where individuals from different but related taxa mate. There is also evidence that horizontal gene transfers occur between multicellular sexual species. An example is the transfer of a phototropin gene from Hornworts to Ferns (Figure 3 ). HGT can even happen between more distant species.
Gene trees that appear to be inconsistent may in fact simply take different paths through the network. This leads to a family of inference problems in which the aim is to find a phylogenetic network that is consistent with the gene trees and has the minimum number of reticulation events (nodes in the network with two ancestral branches). A phylogenetic network is often taken to be consistent with a gene tree if that tree is displayed by the network, which, roughly speaking, means that the gene tree can be drawn inside the network in such a way that each network branch contains at most one lineage of the gene tree. A more generous definition is to count a network as consistent with a gene tree if the tree is weakly displayed by the network [HMSW16, ZYN16] . Roughly speaking, this means that different lineages of the gene tree may "travel down" the same branch of the network, as long as any branching node in the tree coincides with a branching node in the network. In this case, the tree is also called a parental tree of the network. This models situations where a species has individuals carrying multiple homologous copies of a gene.
The Hybridization Number problem, in which we seek a network with the minimum number of reticulations displaying all input trees, has been well-studied. It has been shown that Hybridization Number is NP-hard already when the input consists of only two gene trees [BS07] . Furthermore, there are theoretical FPT algorithms for any fixed number of gene trees, but there are no practical algorithms that can handle instances with more than two input trees unless the number of taxa is extremely small [BLJS07, vIKL + 16]. In contrast, the Parental Hybridization problem, in which we seek a network with the minimum number of reticulations that weakly displays each input tree, was introduced only recently [ZYN16] and its computational complexity was open prior to this article. Our motivation for studying this problem is threefold:
(i) Since Hybridization Number is NP-hard, it is interesting whether relaxing the notion of a tree displayed by a network leads to an easier problem.
(ii) Since reticulation can lead to multiple homologous copies of a gene in a species, requiring that each gene tree is displayed by the network may lead us to overestimate the number of reticulations.
(iii) The problem of finding an optimal network that weakly displays a set of phylogenies arises as a crucial subproblem in a recent heuristic approach for constructing phylogenetic networks in the presence of hybridization and incomplete lineage sorting [ZYN16] .
Structural assumptions. In this paper, as is common in the literature, we assume that all networks and trees are binary, that is, every node except the root and the leaves has total degree exactly 3. Our results should easily generalize to nonbinary trees and networks, but we do not verify this here. We note that, unlike many papers in this area, we allow a network to contain parallel arcs, that is, pairs of arcs that join the same pair of nodes. Parallel arcs are normally omitted because, for most problems, it can either be shown that there exists an optimal solution without parallel arcs or it can be assumed that a realistic solution contains no parallel arcs. For example, any set of gene trees has an optimal hybridization network without parallel arcs. For the problems studied in this paper, however, an optimal solution may require parallel arcs. Considering this problem with the added restriction that parallel arcs are forbidden may be an interesting mathematical challenge; however, we do not believe it is biologically meaningful.
Explicit reasons to allow parallel arcs in networks are abundant. We give three: First, if one restricts a large network to a subset of the taxa, the natural restriction could have parallel arcs. Second, phylogenetic Markov models for character evolution behave differently if parallel arcs are suppressed. Third, polyploidization events often result from a sort of interspecific or intraspecific hybridization [AM12] ; an intraspecific hybridization is most naturally represented by parallel arcs in the network.
Throughout this paper, we allow input trees to be multi-labeled, that is, each species may appear as a label of multiple leaves in a tree. This is natural for the problems we study, as gene duplication and reticulation can both lead to multiple homologous genes appearing in the genome of a single species.
Our contributions. We show that both Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference and Parental Hybridization reduce to the problem Beaded Tree, which we introduce in this paper. Using this reduction, we show that both problems can be solved in polynomial time by adapting Aho et al.'s classic algorithm for testing gene tree consistency [ASSU81] . Thereby, we provide the first polynomial-time algorithm for an inference problem with a duplication cluster model. Furthermore, we provide the first polynomial-time algorithm for constructing a phylogenetic network from gene trees.
We also show that optimal solutions to Beaded Tree have a restricted structure and this has corresponding implications for the optimal solutions to Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference and Parental Hybridization that our algorithms produce. Moreover, we show that, in fact, all optimal solutions to Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference have a restricted structure. Therefore, this model should be used with care. For this reason, we introduce a variation of Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference, in which the aim is not to minimize the total number of duplication episodes but to minimize instead the maximum number of duplication episodes on any path from the root to a leaf in the output tree. We show that this problem can also be solved in polynomial time via reduction to a variant of Beaded Tree, which we call Beaded Tree Depth.
Structure of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce the main definitions, including formal problem definitions. In Section 3, we show that both Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference and Parental Hybridization reduce to the problem Beaded Tree. In Section 4, we prove structural properties of optimal solutions to Beaded Tree. In Section 5, we provide a polynomial-time algorithm for Beaded Tree and prove its correctness and running time. In Section 6, we provide a polynomial-time algorithm for Beaded Tree Depth. Finally, in Section 7, we discuss our results and possibilities for further research.
Preliminaries and Definitions
We begin by defining multi-labeled trees, which form the input for all problems considered in this paper. Definition 1. Let X be a set of species. A multi-labeled tree (MUL-tree) on X is a directed acyclic graph with one node of in-degree 0 and out-degree 1 (the root) and with all other nodes having either in-degree 1 and out-degree 2 ( tree nodes) or in-degree 1 and out-degree 0 ( leaf nodes or leaves). Each leaf is labeled with an element of X. If each element of X labels at most one leaf, we call the MUL-tree a tree.
Note that we will often refer to a labeled node by its label; for example, we may say that x ∈ X is a leaf in a MUL-tree T if one of the leaves of T is labeled with x.
The notation introduced in the next definition is common to all the structures considered in this paper, that is, not just to MUL-trees but also to duplication trees, phylogenetic networks, and beaded trees, defined later in this section.
Definition 2. Given a directed acyclic graph G, let V (G) denote the nodes, and E(G) the edges of G. Let L(G) denote the leaves (i.e., nodes of out-degree 0) of G. We refer to the non-leaf nodes of G as the internal nodes of G. Given an edge xy in G, we say that x is a parent of y and y is a child of x. We say a node x is an ancestor of a node y (and y is a descendant of x) if there is a path from x to y in G (including if x = y). If in addition x = y, we say x is a strict ancestor of y (and y is a strict descendant of x). A node x is a least common ancestor of two nodes y, z if it is an ancestor of both y and z and no strict descendant of x is an ancestor of both y and z. If G is a tree, then the LCA of any two nodes is unique; otherwise, it is in general not unique.
Duplication Episodes
Next, we define a duplication tree, which represents the evolutionary history of a set of species, including points at which duplication events occurred.
Definition 3. Let X be a set of species. A duplication tree on X is a directed acyclic graph D with one node of in-degree 0 and out-degree 1 (the root), |X| nodes of in-degree 1 and out-degree 0 ( leaf nodes or leaves), and all other nodes having either in-degree 1 and out-degree 2 ( tree nodes) or in-degree 1 and out-degree 1 ( duplication nodes). The leaves are bijectively labeled with the elements of X. The duplication number of D is the number of duplication nodes it contains. We note that, in contrast to MUL-trees, each species in X appears as the label of exactly one leaf in a duplication tree. Informally, a MUL-tree T is consistent with a duplication tree D if T can be drawn inside D so that branches of T duplicate only at duplication nodes of D, in the sense that both out-edges of a node of T may follow the same out-edge of the duplication node (see Figure 4) . We formalize this as follows:
Definition 4. Given a MUL-tree T on X and a duplication tree D on X, a duplication mapping from T to D is a function M : This is illustrated in Figure 5 . We say that D is consistent with T if there is a duplication mapping from T to D.
Let S be the species tree derived from D by suppressing duplication nodes. Then a duplication mapping from T to D represents a reconciliation of T with S under the Minimal Episodes model. Each duplication node in D represents a cluster of duplications, which is called a duplication episode. Internal nodes in T are treated as duplications if they are mapped to duplication nodes of D, and as speciations otherwise. Duplications are clustered together if they are mapped to the same duplication node of D. The properties of a duplication tree and duplication mapping ensure that duplications that are clustered occur on the same branch of the species phylogeny and have no ancestor-descendant relationship in a gene tree, as required by the Minimal Episodes model. We are now ready to define the following problem:
Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference Input: A set T = {T 1 , . . . , T t } of MUL-trees with label sets X 1 , . . . , X t ⊆ X. Output: A duplication tree D on X with minimum duplication number such that D is consistent with each tree in T .
We note that for any MUL-tree T on X and any duplication tree D on X that has at least |V (T )| duplication nodes as ancestors of every tree node, D is consistent with T . It follows that every instance of Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference has a solution. Definition 5. Let X be a set of species. A (rooted binary) phylogenetic network N on X is a directed acyclic multigraph with one node of in-degree 0 and out-degree 1 (the root), |X| nodes of in-degree 1 and out-degree 0 ( leaf nodes or leaves), and all other nodes having either in-degree 1 and out-degree 2 ( tree nodes) or in-degree 2 and out-degree 1 ( reticulation nodes). The leaves are bijectively labeled with the elements of X. The reticulation number of N is the number of reticulation nodes it contains. If N contains no reticulation nodes, then N is a tree.
Parental Hybridization
We note that the key distinctions between a phylogenetic network and a MUL-tree are that a phylogenetic network may contain reticulation nodes but each label in X may appear only once, whereas a MUL-tree has no reticulations but each label can appear multiple times. Also note that, due to the degree restrictions, there can be at most two edges between any pair of nodes in a phylogenetic network, and there are no loops.
Definition 6. Given a set X of species, let N be a phylogenetic network, and T a MUL-tree on X. A weak embedding of T into N is a function h that maps every node of T to a node of N , and every edge in T to a directed path in N such that
is a leaf of N labeled with the same species,
• For each edge xy ∈ E(T ), the path h(xy) is a path from h(x) to h(y) in N , and
• For each internal node x in T with children y, y , the paths h(xy) and h(xy ) start with different out-edges of h(x).
This is illustrated in Figure 5 . We say that N weakly displays T if there is a weak embedding of T into N .
We note that N weakly displays T if and only if T is a parental tree inside N as defined in [ZYN16] , hence the name Parental Hybridization. The notion of a tree weakly displayed by a network was first introduced in [HMSW16] , where it was shown that T is weakly displayed by N if and only if there exists a locally separated reconciliation from T to N , which is equivalent to our definition of a weak embedding.
We now formally define the Parental Hybridization problem:
Input: A set T = {T 1 , . . . , T t } of MUL-trees with label sets X 1 , . . . , X t ⊆ X. Output: A phylogenetic network N on X with minimum reticulation number such that N weakly displays all trees in T .
Even though we do not use it in this paper, it is worth noting the relationship between weak embeddings, weakly displayed trees, and Parental Hybridization on one hand and embeddings, displayed trees, and Hybridization Number on the other hand. An embedding of a tree T into a network N is a weak embedding h of T into N with the added condition that the paths h(e) and h(e ) are edge-disjoint for every pair of edges e = e ∈ T . (Note that this also implies that the paths are node-disjoint unless e and e have a node in common.) If such an embedding exists, then N displays T . Similarly to Parental Hybridization, the Hybridization Number problem for a set of phylogenetic trees T asks for a phylogenetic network N with the minimum reticulation number and such that N displays all trees in T .
Beaded Trees
Next, we define a certain type of phylogenetic network that, together with the corresponding computational problem defined below, turns out to be the key to both Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference and Parental Hybridization.
Definition 7. A bead in a phylogenetic network N is a pair of nodes (u, v) such that there are two parallel edges from u to v. A beaded tree is a phylogenetic network B in which every reticulation node is in a bead (see Figure 5 ).
The Beaded Tree problem is formally defined as follows:
Beaded Tree Input: A set T = {T 1 , . . . , T t } of MUL-trees with label sets X 1 , . . . , X t ⊆ X. Output: A beaded tree B on X with minimum reticulation number that weakly displays all trees in T .
Reduction to Beaded Trees
In this section, we show that the two problems Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference and Parental Hybridization are both reducible to Beaded Tree, which will allow us to focus on the latter problem in the rest of the paper. We begin with the proof for Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference.
Lemma 8. Let X be a set of species and T = {T 1 , . . . , T t } a set of MUL-trees on subsets of X. It is easy to observe that B is a beaded tree with k beads. To see that B is a solution to Beaded Tree on T , consider any tree T ∈ T and let M be a duplication mapping from T to D. Then we can construct a weak embedding h from T into B as follows. For each node x in T , if M (x) is a duplication node d, then let h(x) be the tree node u d (i.e., the top node of the bead (u d , v d )). Otherwise, let h(x) = M (x). Observe that, for any edge xy, the node h(y) is by construction a strict descendant of h(x), so there exists a path from h(x) to h(y) in B. We choose h(xy) to be any such path but ensure that the two paths h(xy) and h(xy ) start with different edges in the bead
is a duplication node d in D and y and y are x's children in T . This guarantees that the paths h(xy) and h(xy ) start with different out-edges of h(x) if M (x) is a duplication node. If M (x) is not a duplication node, then M (x) is a least common ancestor of M (y) and M (y ), so the paths h(xy) and h(xy ) are edge-disjoint and again start with different out-edges of h(x). Thus, h is a weak embedding of T into B.
Conversely, let the beaded tree B be a solution to Beaded Tree on T . Then construct the duplication tree D by replacing each bead (u, v) with a duplication node d (u,v) that has u's parent as its parent, and v's child as its only child.
It is easy to observe that D is a duplication tree with k duplications. To see that D is a solution to Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference on T , consider any tree T ∈ T and let h be a weak embedding of T into N . Then we can construct a duplication mapping from T to D as follows. For any node
(Note that h(x) cannot be the bottom node of a bead, because x is either a leaf or has out-degree 2.) By the requirements of a weak embedding, M (x) is a strict ancestor of M (y) for any edge xy in T . Furthermore, for any internal node x with children y, y , there are paths from h(x) to h(y) and from h(x) to h(y ) that start with different out-edges of h(x). It follows that either M (x) = h(x) is the least common ancestor of M (y) and M (y ), or M (x) is a duplication node.
Next, we show that for any instance of Parental Hybridization, there exists an optimal solution that is a beaded tree, and thus Parental Hybridization can be reduced to Beaded Tree.
Lemma 9. For any instance T of Parental Hybridization, there exists an optimal solution B that is a beaded tree. . In addition, let q be the single child of r.
We obtain a phylogenetic network N from N as follows: Delete r and any edges incident to it, as well as the edges uc 1 , ud 1 . Now add a new node v, a pair of parallel edges from u to v, and edges vc 1 , c s d 1 , and d t q. (Note that this construction assumes that s, t ≥ 1; if this is not the case, then we may produce N by introducing "dummy nodes" c 1 or d 1 , and suppressing them after the construction is complete.)
Observe that (as there are no paths from any node d i to any node c j in N ) N is still an acyclic graph. It follows that N is a phylogenetic network, and it is easy to see that N has the same number of reticulations as N but one more bead than N . We show now that any MUL-tree T weakly displayed by N is also weakly displayed by N , from which it follows that N is also an optimal solution to Parental Hybridization on T . Since N has one more bead than N , this contradicts the choice of N , that is N must be a beaded tree.
Let h be a weak embedding of T into N . Then we define a weak embedding h of T into N as follows. Since h(x) = r for every node x ∈ T and V (N ) \ V (N ) = {r}, we have h(x) ∈ V (N ) for all x ∈ T . Thus, we can define h (x) = h(x) for all x ∈ T . Next observe that, for any two nodes u , v ∈ V (N ) \ {r}, there exists a path from u to v in N if there exists such a path in N . Thus, since there exists a path h(xy) from h(x) to h(y) in N , for every edge xy ∈ T , there also exists a path h (xy) from h (x) to h (y) in N for each such edge xy. We show that we can choose these paths such that, for every node x ∈ V (T ) with children y and y , the paths h (xy) and h (xy ) begin with different out-edges of h (x).
So consider three such nodes x, y, y ∈ T . If no out-edges of h (x) were deleted in the construction of N , then the children of h (x) are the same in N as in N , and these children are still ancestors of h (y) and h (y ). Thus, the required paths exist. Now assume that at least one out-edge of h (x) was deleted, from which it follows that h (x) ∈ {u, c s , d t }. If h (x) = u, then there are two paths from h (x) to h (y) and from h (x) to h (y ) that use different out-edges of h (x), as each path can use a different parallel edge from u to v. If h (x) = c s , then one of {h (y), h (y )} is a descendant of r (and therefore a descendant of q), and the other is a descendant of the other child of c s . Therefore, in N , one of {h (y), h (y )} is descended from q, and the other is descended from the non-d 1 child of c s . Thus, the required paths still exist. A similar argument applies when h (x) = d t . This finishes the proof.
Structural Properties of Optimal Beaded Trees
In this section, we prove some of the properties of an optimal solution to an instance of Beaded Tree.
Definition 10. Given a phylogenetic network N on X and a subset S ⊆ X, let N \ S denote the network derived from N by deleting every leaf in S, and then exhaustively deleting unlabelled nodes of out-degree 0 and suppressing nodes of in-degree 1 out-degree 1. Let N | S denote the network N \ (X \ S).
For a set of MUL-trees T , let F 1 (T ) denote the set of trees derived by, roughly speaking, deleting the topmost tree node from every tree. We make this notion more precise in the following definition.
Definition 11. Given a MUL-tree T with more than 1 leaf, let r denote the root, x the child of r and y l , y r the children of x. Let T l be derived from T by deleting y r and all its descendants, and suppressing x. Similarly let T r be derived from T by deleting y l and all its descendants, and suppressing x. Then we call {T l , T r } the depth-1 forest of T , denoted F 1 (T ). For a set of MUL-trees T we similarly define
In what follows, we say that a beaded tree B has a bead at the root if the child u of the root node is part of a bead (u, v).
Lemma
Proof. Suppose first that F 1 (T ) has a solution B with reticulation number k − 1. Let r be the root of B and a its child. Construct the beaded tree B from B by deleting the edge ra, adding a new bead (u, v), and adding edges ru and va. By construction, B is a beaded tree with k beads.
To see that B is a solution for T , consider any tree T in T , and let {T l , T r } = F 1 (T ). Let r T be the root of T , x its child, and y l and y r the children of x, with y l ∈ V (T l ) and y r ∈ V (T r ). Since B is a solution for F 1 (T ), there exist weak embeddings h l and h r of T l and T r , respectively, into B . Construct a weak embedding h of T into B as follows: Let h(r T ) = r, h(x) = u, and for all other nodes x ∈ V (T ), h(x ) = h l (x ) if x ∈ V (T l ), and h(x ) = h r (x ) if x ∈ V (T r ). Let h(r T x) be the path from r to u, h(x y ) = h l (x y ) if x y ∈ E(T l ), and h(x y ) = h r (x y ) if x y ∈ E(T r ). Finally, let h(xy l ) be a path from u to h l (y l ), and h(xy r ) a path from u to h r (y r ), letting those two paths start with different parallel out-edges of u. It is easy to see that h is a weak embedding of T into B, so B is a solution for T .
Conversely, suppose that T has a solution B with a bead (u, v) at the root and reticulation number k; see Figure 7 . Let r be the root of B and a the child of v. Let B be the network derived from B by deleting u and v and adding an edge ra. By construction, B is a beaded tree with reticulation number k − 1.
To see that B is a solution for F 1 (T ), consider any tree T in T , and let {T l , T r } = F 1 (T ). Let r T be the root of T , x its child, and y l and y r the children of x, with y l ∈ V (T l ) and y r ∈ V (T r ). Since B is a solution for T , there exists a weak embedding h of T into B. Observe that h(x ) must be a strict descendant of v for any strict descendant x of x (indeed, u is the earliest node that x could be mapped to and any descendant of x must be mapped to a tree node descended from this point). So we can define a weak embedding h l of T l into B by letting h l (r T ) = r and h l (x ) = h(x ) for every node x = r T ∈ T l , letting h l (r T y l ) be a path in B from r to h l (y l ), and letting h l (e) = h(e) for any other edge e ∈ T l . By a similar method, we can define a weak embedding h r of T r into B . Thus, B is a solution for F 1 (T ), as required.
Next, we show that in addition to being a beaded tree, an optimal solution may be assumed to have all reticulations on a single path.
Lemma 13. Given an instance T of Beaded Tree, there exists an optimal solution B such that all reticulations are on the same path.
Proof. Consider an optimal solution B for T . For each reticulation node z ∈ B, let λ B (z) be the number of reticulation nodes descended from z, not including z itself. Let λ(B) be the sum of λ B (z) over all reticulation nodes z in B. Choose B such that λ(B) is maximized. Since all optimal solutions for T have the same number b of beads and λ(B ) ≤ b−1 2 for any beaded tree B with b beads, an optimal solution B for T that maximizes λ(B) exists. Obtain a new beaded tree B from B as follows. Delete the nodes u L , v L , u R , v R and any edges incident to them, as well as the edges bc 1 and bd 1 . Now add new nodes q, u, v, w and add a pair of parallel arcs from b to q and from u to v, as well as arcs qc 1 , c l d 1 , d r u, vw, ww L , and ww R . (Note that this construction assumes that l, r ≥ 1; if this is not the case, then we may produce B by introducing "dummy nodes" c 1 or d 1 and suppressing them after the construction is complete. ) We now show that any MUL-tree weakly displayed by B is also weakly displayed by B . Let T be a MULtree weakly displayed by B, and let h be a weak embedding of T into B. Then we define a weak embedding of T into B as follows: For any
there is a path from u to v in B, then there is a path from u to v in B . Moreover, for any x, y ∈ V (T ), if there is a path in B from h(x) to h(y), then there is some path h (xy) in B from h (x) to h (y). It remains to make sure that, for any tree node x ∈ V (T ) with children y, y , there exist paths h (xy) and h (xy ) beginning with different out-edges of h (x).
So consider any such nodes x, y, y . Note that, as h is a weak embedding, h(x) is a tree node and so is h (x). If h (x) is the top node of a bead, then there are certainly paths from h (x) to h (y) and from h (x) to h (y ) that use different out-arcs of h (x), as each path can use a different parallel arc. So assume h (x) is not the top of a bead in B . Then, by construction, h(x) is not the top part of a bead in B. Thus, h(y) must be a descendant of one child of h(x) in B and h(y ) must be a descendant of the other. If no out-arcs of h(x) were deleted in the construction of B , then the children of h (x) are the same as the children of h(x), and these children are still ancestors of h (y) and h (y). Thus, the required paths still exist. The remaining case to check is when h (x) is not the top of a bead, and at least one out-arc of h(x) was deleted in the construction of B . This only holds for h (x) = c l or h (x) = d r . It is easy to check that in both these cases, h (y) and h (y) are still descendants of different children of h (x).
This completes the proof that any MUL-tree weakly displayed by B is also weakly displayed by B . Thus, B is a solution for T , and B has the same number of beads as B.
and λ B (z) = λ B (z) for any other reticulation node z, we have λ(B ) > λ(B), a contradiction to the choice of B. Thus, B has all its beads on a single path.
In what follows, given a set T = {T 1 , . . . , T t } and label set S ⊆ X, we denote by T \S the set {T 1 \S, . . . , T t \ S}, and we denote by T | S the set {T 1 | S , . . . , T t | S }. We also note that if a MUL-tree T i in the set T is empty (as may happen for example when we delete leaves from MUL-trees), then it is automatically considered to be removed from T .
The following definitions and lemmas describe the structure of an optimal solution for T in terms of optimal solutions for T \ S and T | S . These structural results will make it easy to design an algorithm for Beaded Tree.
Definition 14. Given a set of MUL-trees T = {T 1 , . . . , T t }, with each MUL-tree T i having label set X i ⊆ X, the split partition {S 1 , . . . , S s } of {T 1 , . . . , T t } is the partition of X into minimal sets such that, if x, y appear within the same MUL-tree in F 1 (T ) and x ∈ S j , then y ∈ S j . Definition 15. Given phylogenetic networks N 1 on X 1 and N 2 on X 2 with X 1 ∩ X 2 = ∅, the process of joining N 1 with N 2 consists of identifying the root r 1 of N 1 and the root r 2 of N 2 into a single node u and making u the child of a new root node r.
Observation 16. If N is obtained by joining N 1 and N 2 , then any MUL-tree weakly displayed by N 1 or N 2 is also weakly displayed by N .
Lemma 17. Given an instance T of Beaded Tree, if |X| = 1 and max i∈[t] |L(T i )| = 1, then the optimal solution is simply the tree with a single leaf on X. Otherwise, let S 1 , . . . , S s be the split partition of T . If for some S i , there exists a tree T weakly displaying T | Si , then there exists an optimal solution B that is obtained by joining T with an optimal solution to T \ S i . Otherwise, there exists an optimal solution B with a bead (u, v) at the root and such that v is the root of an optimal solution for F 1 (T ).
Proof. It is clear that, if |X| = 1 and max i∈[t] |L(T i )| = 1, then the optimal solution is the tree with a single leaf on X. So suppose that |X| > 1 and that for some S i , there exists a tree T weakly displaying T | Si . If some tree T weakly displays T , then s > 2 (since any tree in F 1 (T ) has its leaf set contained within the leaf set of one of the trees in F 1 (T )). If no such tree T exists, then S i ⊂ X because there exists a tree T that weakly displays T | Si . Thus, s > 2 also in this case. It follows that X \ S i = ∅. Now consider any optimal solution N . Observe that N \ S i weakly displays T j \ S i for every MUL-tree T j in T and is therefore a solution to T \ S i . Moreover, N \ S i has reticulation number at most that of N . Now construct the network B by joining N \ S i with T . For any tree T j ∈ T with no leaves in S i , T j is weakly displayed by N \ S i and therefore by B. If every leaf of T j is in S i , then T j is weakly displayed by T and therefore by B. So suppose T j has leaves from both S i and X \ S i . Noting that F 1 (T j ) consists of two MUL-trees, it must be the case that one of these MUL-trees is T j | Si and the other T j \ S i (since per definition of S i , no MUL-tree in F 1 (T ) has leaves from both S i and X \ S i ). As T j | Si is weakly displayed by T and T j \ S i is weakly displayed by N \ S i , it follows that T j is weakly displayed by B.
It follows that B weakly displays every MUL-tree in T and is therefore a solution to T . Furthermore, as B has reticulation number at most that of N , B is an optimal solution to T . It remains to observe that N \ S i is an optimal solution to T \ S i , as otherwise we could replace N \ S i in the construction of B with another network N , and get a solution to T with fewer beads, a contradiction. Thus, B satisfies the stated properties. Now suppose that there is no tree weakly displaying S i for any S i in the split partition of T . By Lemma 13, there is an optimal solution B with all reticulations on one path. Suppose that B does not have a bead at the root. Then the child of the root is a tree node which is the root of two otherwise disjoint beaded trees, and at least one of these networks is a tree (with no beads). Let S be the leaves of this tree, and note that S i ⊆ S for at least one set S i in the split partition. (Indeed, no set S i can have members of both S and X \ S, as these can never be part of the same tree in F 1 (T )). It follows that there is a tree weakly displaying B| Si , and this tree therefore weakly displays T | Si . Since we assumed that no such tree exists, B must in fact have a bead at the root, as claimed. By Lemma 12, we also have that the bottom part of the bead is the root of a solution B for F 1 (T ) with reticulation number k − 1, where k is the reticulation number of B. Moreover, B must be an optimal solution for F 1 (T ) because otherwise we could replace B with another network and get a solution for T with fewer beads than B, a contradiction. Thus, B satisfies the stated properties.
The next two lemmas show that not only does there exist an optimal solution to Beaded Tree with all reticulations on one path, but in fact any optimal solution must be quite close to such a structure.
Lemma 18. Given any optimal solution to an instance T of Beaded Tree, for any two beads such that neither bead is a descendant of the other, at least one of these beads has no beads strictly descended from it.
Proof. Our proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 13.
Consider an optimal solution B and suppose for a contradiction that the claim does not hold for
are an earliest such set of beads, i.e. the condition is not satisfied if we replace any one of these beads with one of its strict ancestors. In particular, this implies that are no beads on the path between q L and u L , or on the path between q R and u R , or on the path from the last common ancestor of p L and p R to either of p L or p R .
Let Obtain B from B as follows. Delete the nodes p L , q L , u L , v L , p R , q R , u R , v R and any edges incident to them, as well as the edges xa 1 and xb 1 . Now add new nodes y, p, q, u, v, w, and add a pair of parallel arcs from x to y, from p to q and from u to v, as well as arcs ya 1 , a s b 1 , b t p, qc 1 , c l d 1 , d r u, vw, ww L and ww R (see Figure 9 .) (Note that this construction assumes that s, t, l, r ≥ 1; if this is not the case then we may produce B by introducing 'dummy nodes' a 1 , b 1 , c 1 or d 1 , and suppressing them after the construction is complete. ) We now show that any MUL-tree weakly displayed by B is also weakly displayed by B . Let T be a MUL-tree weakly displayed by B, and let h be a weak embedding from T to B. Then we define a weak embedding h from T to B as follows. For any
there is a path from u to v in B then there is a path from u to v in B . Moreover for any x , y ∈ V (T ), if there is a path in B from h(x ) to h(y ) then there is some path h (x y ) in B from h (x ) to h (y ). It remains to make sure that for any tree node x ∈ V (T ) with children y , z , there exist paths h (x y ) and h (x z ) beginning with different out-edges of h (x ).
So now consider any such x , y , z . Note that as h is a weak embedding, h(x ) is a tree node, and by construction so is h (x ). If h (x ) is the top node of a bead, then there are certainly paths from h (x ) to h (y ) and from h (x ) to h (z ) that use different out-arcs of h (x ), as each path can use a different parallel arc. So assume h (x ) is not the top of a bead in B . Then by construction, h(x ) is not the top part of a bead in B.
Then it must be that h(y ) is descended from one child of h(x ) in B, and h(z ) is descended from the other. If no out-arcs of h(x ) were deleted in the construction of B , then the children of h (x ) are the same as the children of h(x ), and these children are still ancestors of h (y ) and h (z ). Thus the required paths still exist. The remaining case to check is when h (x ) is not the top of a bead, and at least one out-arc of h(x ) was deleted in the construction of B . This only holds for h (x ) = a s , b t , c l or d r . It is easy to check that in each these cases, h (y ) and h (z ) are still descendants of different children of h (x ).
This completes the proof that any MUL-tree weakly displayed by B is also weakly displayed by B . Thus B is a solution to T . Moreover, B has fewer beads than B (as we replaced the four
Figure 9: Given a beaded tree B with a double pair of reticulations,
where neither pair is an ancestor of the other, we can construct a beaded tree B with fewer reticulations containing no double pairs.
with the three beads (x, y), (p, q), (u, v)). This contradicts the optimality of B. Thus there is no optimal solution B that does not satisfy the claim.
Combining Lemmas 13 and 18, we can show the following lemma. Intuitively speaking, this says that any optimal solution to Beaded Tree must have "almost all reticulations on one path", in the sense that most reticulations exist on a single path, and any branch coming off of this path leads to at most one reticulation.
Lemma 19. Given any optimal solution B to an instance T of Beaded Tree, there exists a path from the root to a leaf of B, such that for any node u not on this path, there is at most one reticulation strictly descended from u.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that the claim does not hold, i.e. for any path P in B, there is a node u not in P that has at least two reticulation descendants. In particular this implies that there exist two nodes a, b such that a is not an ancestor of b and b is not an ancestor of a, but each of a, b is a strict ancestor of at least two reticulations. Let B a be the part of B descended from a. Observe that if we replace B a with a beaded tree B a that weakly displays every tree weakly displayed by B a , then the resulting beaded tree B is still a solution to T . By Lemma 13, there exists such a beaded tree B a such that B a has no more reticulations than N a , and all reticulations in B a are on one path. Then by replacing B a with B a , we have that there exists an optimal solution to T with two
Thus there exists an optimal solution with beads
is not an ancestor of (p R , q R ) and (p R , q R ) is not an ancestor of (p L , q L ) (as they are descendants of a and
is an ancestor of (u R , v R ). This contradicts Lemma 18. Thus our assumption about B was wrong, and the claim holds.
Beaded Tree Algorithm
In what follows, we let Supertree denote an algorithm that takes as input a set of MUL-trees T , and returns either a tree T weakly displaying T , or the value None if no such tree exists. The algorithm of [ASSU81] The beaded tree B constructed by running algorithm Beaded-Tree on T . Initially, the split partition is {a, b, c}, {e, f, g}. As Supertree returns a tree on {e, f, g}, the top tree node of B has that tree as one of its children. To construct the other side of B, we run Beaded-Tree on T | {a,b,c} , and Supertree does not return a tree on this set. Therefore this side of B begins with a bead.
that there is no tree weakly displaying a MUL-tree with multiple copies of some label. Fortunately the fix for this is equally straightforward -we just let Supertree return None whenever T contains a MUL-tree with two or more copies of some label.
Beaded tree B that weakly displays T with minimum number of reticulations if |X| = 1 and max i∈[t] |L(T i )| = 1 then return a tree with 1 leaf on X; end else
Calculate the split partition S 1 , . . . , S s of T ;
Construct B by joining B and T ; return B end end Let B = Beaded-Tree(F 1 (T )); Construct B by adding a bead whose child is the root of B ; return B end Algorithm 1: Algorithm Beaded-Tree(T )
Lemma 20. Let n = i∈[t] |T i | and let k be the reticulation number of an optimal solution to T . Algorithm 1 finds an optimal solution for T in time O((|X| 3 + |X| 2 k)n),
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm follows from Lemma 17. To analyse the running time, observe that each recursive call of Beaded-Tree acts on an instance T on leaf set X , such that either |X | < |X| and T requires at most as many reticulations as T , or X = X and T requires fewer reticulations than T . It follows that a single iteration of Beaded-Tree is called at most k + |X| + 1 times, where k is the reticulation number of an optimal solution to T . To find the total time over a single iteration of Beaded-Tree, we must calculate the time it takes to compute the split partition of T . For each tree T i ∈ T we can find the components of its depth-1 forest in at most O(|T i |) time, and given the components of the depth-1 forest of T , we can compute the split partition in O( 
Minimizing Bead Depth
Lemma 19 implies that any optimal solution to an instance of Beaded Tree has quite an asymmetric structure. Informally speaking, there is a single path in the beaded tree that may contain any number of reticulations, and any 'branch' coming off this path can contain only a single reticulation. Because of the close relation between Beaded Tree and Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference, the same structural properties apply to optimal solutions for the latter problem -there is one main path containing any number of duplication episodes, and any path branching off from the main path contains at most one duplication episode.
This structure is quite unusual; furthermore it is not clear why, from a biological perspective, it should be the case that most duplications occur on a single path. For this reason, we now consider the problems Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Depth Inference and Beaded Tree Depth.
Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Depth Inference
Input: A set T = {T 1 , . . . , T t } of MUL-trees, with each T i being a MUL-tree on X i ⊆ X. Output: A duplication tree D on X with minimum number of duplication nodes on any path from the root to a leaf, such that D is consistent with each of T 1 , . . . , T t .
Beaded Tree Depth
Input: A set T = {T 1 , . . . , T t } of MUL-trees, with each T i being a MUL-tree on X i ⊆ X. Output: A beaded tree B on X with minimum number of beads on any directed path, such that B weakly displays each of T 1 , . . . , T t .
By a similar argument to the proof of Lemma 8, these problems are equivalent. Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Depth Inference is loosely based on the following two assumptions: separate lineages accumulate duplications independently; there is some kind of maximal duplication rate that does not vary too much between lineages. Given that d duplication episodes happened on one path, these assumptions make it reasonable to expect at most d duplication episodes on any other disjoint path (with same evolutionary length). In particular, this holds for all paths (lineages) starting at the root, which justifies the maximum depth formulation.
The assumptions seem close to those of evolutionary models. However, this does not make the Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Depth Inference problem model based. The problem is still one of parsimony: we minimize the maximum depth; or equivalently, we minimize the duplication rate.
Note that solutions to Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Depth Inference explicitly do not contain unnecessarily high placed duplications: from Lemma 13 it is clear that in this model it is beneficial to "unzip" duplication episodes whenever possible. Hence this new problem is biologically justifiable and it has more reasonable solutions than Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference.
Fortunately, it turns out that a similar algorithm to that for Beaded Tree can be used to solve Beaded Tree Depth. The difference between the two algorithms may be summed up as follows: Both algorithms begin by considering the split partition of the set of MUL-trees under consideration. If any set in this partition can be 'solved' using a tree, then for both problems it is always optimal to assume that the solution does not start with a bead, but instead includes such a tree as a child of the top tree node. If the split partition consists of a single set (and there is more than one leaf), then any possible solution (even a non-optimal solution) must begin with a bead. For the remaining cases, we essentially have a choice; there exist solutions that begin with a bead and solutions that don't. The algorithm for Beaded Tree always introduces a bead in these cases; the algorithm for Beaded Tree Depth never does.
Lemma 21. Let T be an instance of Beaded Tree Depth, and let S 1 , . . . , S s be the split partition of T . If |X| = 1 and max i∈[t] |L(T i )| = 1, then the optimal solution is simply the tree with a single leaf on X. Else if s = 1, then every optimal solution B has a bead (u, v) at the root, such that the child of v is the root of an optimal solution for F 1 (T ).Otherwise, there exists an optimal solution B with root r such that the child of r is the root of an optimal solution to T \ S s , and the other is the root of an optimal solution to T | Ss .
Proof. It is clear that if |X| = 1 and max i∈[t] |L(T i )| = 1, then the optimal solution is the tree with a single leaf on X. So now suppose that the split partition of T is trivial (s = 1). Consider an optimal solution B, and suppose for a contradiction that B does not have a bead at the root. As either |X| > 1 or max i∈[t] |L(T i )| > 1, it cannot be that B is simply a tree with a single leaf. So B must start with some split node a, i.e. a is a tree node which is not in a bead. Let r be the root of B and a its child, and let b 1 , b 2 be the children of a. Let S, X \ S be the disjoint leaf-sets descended from b 1 and b 2 respectively. Note that S must be a non-empty proper subset of X, as otherwise one of the leaf-sets would be empty.
Because our split partition is trivial, there exist at least one MUL-tree T ∈ T such that one of its depth-1 MUL-trees T ∈ F 1 (T ) has leaves in both S and X \ S. So let l 1 ∈ S and l 2 ∈ X \ S such that l 1 , l 2 ∈ L(T ).
Let r T be the root of T , x the child of r T , and y l , y r the children of x. We can assume without loss of generality that T is derived from T by deleting y r and all its descendants, and suppressing x. We show that it is impossible to map the tree node y l to a node in N in a weak embedding. Suppose for a contradiction that h is a weak embedding from T to N . If y l is mapped to any strict descendant of a then we will only be able to recover at most one path from either y l l 1 or y l l 2 , because at a, N splits into a side with leaf descendants in S and another side with leaf descendants in X \ S. In this case, a path y l l 1 in T is recovered if there exist a path from h(y l ) to h(l 1 ) in N . Because only one of the paths can be recovered (for a mapping to be a weak embedding, all paths must be recovered), we have that h(y l ) ∈ {r, a}. In both cases, the paths h(xy l ) and h(xy r ) would start with the same out-edge of h(x) as h(x) ∈ {r, a} depending on h(y l ). Thus we cannot map y l to a node in N and hence B does not weakly display T .
Thus we may assume B starts with a bead. Furthermore, the part of B descended from the first bead is an optimal solution to F 1 (T ), as otherwise we could replace it to improve B, contradicting our initial choice of our optimal solution B. Thus B satisfies the stated properties. Now suppose that T does not have a trivial split partition. We first show that B as stated in the lemma weakly displays all MUL-trees in T . Let OPT(T ) denote an optimal solution to T , and let opt(T ) denote the maximum number of reticulations on a single path in OPT(T ).
For any MUL-tree T ∈ T with no leaves in S s , T is weakly displayed by OPT(T \ S s ) and therefore by B. If every leaf of T is in S s then T is weakly displayed by OPT(T | Ss ) and therefore by B. So suppose T has leaves from both S s and X \ S s . Noting that F 1 (T ) consists of two MUL-trees it must be the case that one of these MUL-trees is T \ S s and the other T | Ss . As T \ S s is weakly displayed by OPT(T \ S s ) and T | Ss is weakly displayed by an optimal solution to T | Ss , it follows that T is weakly displayed by B.
It follows that B weakly displays every MUL-tree in T , and is therefore a solution to T . Now as T \ S s and T | Ss are sets of proper subgraphs of the trees in T , it follows that OPT(T ) is a solution for both T \ S s and T | Ss . By the same reasoning, max{opt(T \ S s ), opt(T | Ss )} ≤ opt(T ). Combining these solutions does not increase the bead depth, so B has optimal bead depth for T . Thus B is an optimal solution, and it satisfies the stated properties. Proof. The correctness of the algorithm follows from lemma 21. To analyse the running time, observe that each recursive call of Bead-Depth acts on an instance T on leaf set X such that X = X and T requires fewer reticulations than T , or |X | < |X| and T requires at most as many reticulations as T . In the latter case, X splits into a bipartition and thus it follows that a single iteration of Bead-Depth is called at most k + 2|X| + 1 times, where k is the reticulation number of an optimal solution to T . By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 20, the split partition of T can be found in time O(|X| 2 n). Thus, the total time over a single iteration of Bead-Depth is O(|X| 2 n). It follows that the total running time of the algorithm is O((k + 2|X| + 1)(|X| 2 n)) = O((|X| 3 + |X| 2 k)n).
Concluding remarks
Although we have shown that the Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference and Parental Hybridization problems are polynomial-time solvable, we have also shown that the phylogenies produced by solving these problems have severely restricted structures. The optimal phylogenetic network that our algorithm produces for the Parental Hybridization problem is always a phylogenetic tree with "beads", where a bead consists of a speciation directly followed by a reticulation. Such solutions are not necessarily the most realistic or likely ones since they contain a lot of "extra lineages", i.e. multiple lineages of an input tree travelling through the same branch of the phylogenetic network. Minimizing the total number of extra lineages, the XL-score, irrespective of the reticulation number, is also not ideal, since there always exists a solution with zero extra lineages and possibly a very high reticulation number. Therefore, the most relevant open problem that needs to be solved is to find a phylogenetic network that minimizes a weighted sum of the XL-score and the reticulation number of the network. Another alternative problem formulation that seems reasonable is to minimize the total number of parental trees that the constructed phylogenetic network has in addition to the input trees.
Another option would be to completely exclude beads in the solutions. However, although this is an interesting theoretical open problem, we do not see a reason why the resulting optimal solutions would by any more realistic, or why it would be reasonable to assume that a speciation cannot be followed by a reticulation.
Regarding Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference, the situation is in some sense even worse. We have shown that all optimal solutions have a very specific structure: there is one main path from the root to a taxon containing potentially many duplication episodes, while each path branching off this main path contains at most one duplication episode. Although such scenarios are not to be excluded (for example see the eukaryotic species phylogeny from [GMS96] ), it is unrealistic to expect all phylogenies to look like this (see for example Figure 1 for a phylogeny where the duplication episodes are significantly more spread out). Therefore, we have proposed an alternative problem that miminizes the "duplication depth": the maximum number of duplication episodes that lie on any directed path. This problem can also be solved in polynomial time and we expect it to produce more realistic solutions. Note moreover that, although the problem definition does not exclude unnecessary duplication episodes as long as they do not increase the duplication depth, our algorithm will not create such redundant duplication episodes. Nevertheless, to properly assess the two algorithms, it is necessary to implement both algorithms and extensively test them on simulated and real biological datasets.
Interestingly, the problem Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Reconciliation, where the species tree is given, is not known to be polynomial-time solvable. There is only an exponential-time algorithm [PG17] . Could it be possible to adapt our algorithm for Unrestricted Minimal Episodes Inference to solve also the reconciliation variant?
Finally, it would be interesting to study more general models, which simultaneously take different processes into account, such as duplication episodes, hybridization, gene loss and transfers. Although such problems have been studied in a reconciliation setting where the species tree is (assumed to be) known, there has been less work on variants where the species tree or network needs to be inferred. Although such problems seem daunting, we have shown here that not knowing the species tree can make computational problems actually easier.
